Recently the nonparametric predictive approach to inference for competing risks was introduced by Maturi et al. (2010, J. Risk Reliab. 224, 11-26). In this paper further results for such inferences are presented, with focus on four important and closely related aspects. First, the effect of defined failure modes which thus far have not yet caused failures is studied. Second, the effect of re-defining (groups of) failure modes is considered, followed by a discussion of possible unknown, so undefined, failure modes. Finally, the effect of removal of failure modes is illustrated.
INTRODUCTION
Maturi et al. [1] presented nonparametric predictive inference (NPI) for competing risks, considering prediction of the failure time of a future unit which is exchangeable with the units observed and with specific attention to prediction of the failure mode that will cause this unit to fail. In NPI [2, 3] lower and upper probabilities (also known as imprecise probability [4] or interval probability [5] ) are used to quantify uncertainty, which enables the use of relatively few modelling assumptions and hence inferences which are strongly based on observed data. In this paper further results for such inferences are presented, with focus on four important and closely related aspects. First, the effect of defined failure modes which thus far have not yet caused failures is studied. As these have not yet been observed, there is no empirical evidence in favour of the event that they will, or even can, cause the next unit to fail, but of course any finite amount of data can also not logically exclude the possibility that such a failure mode might cause the next unit's failure. The use of lower and upper probabilities is well suited to reflect this, and for several situations explicit formulae for the NPI lower and upper probabilities are presented and discussed. Second, the effect of re-defining failure modes, by grouping some of them into a single new failure mode, is analysed. Such re-defining of failure modes affects the NPI lower probabilities, and the number of failure modes used for a given data set dictates the total amount of imprecision. Thirdly, possible unknown, so undefined, failure modes are discussed. Classical statistical methods that use precise probability for uncertainty quantification typically struggle to deal with such possible undefined failure modes, the NPI method can deal with such failure modes in a way that links logically to defined but unobserved failure modes. Finally, the removal of failure modes is considered, with focus on the effect on the NPI lower and upper survival functions for the failure time of the next unit when removing a specific failure mode, which provides useful input into a possible decision about which failure mode to remove. This paper considers competing risks with as starting point k distinct defined failure modes that can cause a unit to fail and that occur independently, with some variations when the effects of unknown failure modes or of removing a failure mode are considered. First, an overview of the results of [1] is given in section 2, for more information about competing risks and the related literature the reader is referred to [1] . This is followed by further analysis and discussion of the effects of unobserved, re-defined, unknown or removed failure modes in sections 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The results are illustrated and further discussed in an example in section 7, followed by some brief concluding remarks in section 8. The paper ends with several appendices which contain the proofs of results in the paper and an overview of notation.
NPI FOR COMPETING RISKS
Nonparametric predictive inference (NPI) is a statistical method based on Hill's assumption A (n) [6] , which gives a direct conditional probability for a future observable random quantity, given observed values of related random quantities [2, 3] . Let Y 1 , . . . , Y n , Y n + 1 be positive, continuous and exchangeable random quantities representing event times. Suppose that the values of Y 1 , . . . , Y n are observed and the corresponding ordered observed values are denoted by 0\y 1 \Á Á Á\y n \', for ease of notation let y 0 = 0 and y n + 1 = '. For ease of presentation, it is assumed that no ties occur among the observed values. It is quite straightforward to deal with tied observations in this setting, by assuming that tied observations differ by small amounts which tend to zero. For the random quantity Y n + 1 representing a future observation, based on n observations, the assumption A (n) [6] is P(Y n + 1 2 (y iÀ1 , y i )) = 1=(n + 1) for i = 1, . . . , n + 1. A (n) does not assume anything else, and can be interpreted as a post-data assumption related to exchangeability [7] . Inferences based on A (n) are predictive and nonparametric, and can be considered suitable if there is hardly any knowledge about the random quantity of interest, other than the n observations, or if one does not want to use such information, e.g. to study effects of additional assumptions underlying other statistical methods. A (n) is not sufficient to derive precise probabilities for many events of interest, but it provides bounds for probabilities via the 'fundamental theorem of probability' [7] , which are lower and upper probabilities in interval probability theory [2, 4, 5] .
In reliability analyses, data on event times are often affected by right-censoring, where for a unit it is only known that the event has not yet taken place at a specific time. Coolen and Yan [8] presented a generalization of A (n) , called right-censoring A (n) or rc-A (n) , which is suitable for NPI with right-censored data and uses the additional assumption that, at the moment of censoring, the residual lifetime of a right-censored unit is exchangeable with the residual lifetimes of all other units that have not yet failed or been censored. To formulate the required form of rc-A (n) for NPI with competing risks the concept of M-functions is used [8] . An M-function provides a partial specification of a probability distribution and is mathematically equivalent to Shafer's basic probability assignments [9] . It assigns probability masses to intervals, which may be overlapping, without making any assumption about the distribution of the probability mass assigned to such an interval, and with the sum of all such probability masses equal to one.
Suppose that there are n observations consisting of u failure times, x 1 \x 2 \Á Á Á\x u , and n À u rightcensored observations, c 1 \c 2 \Á Á Á\c nÀu . Let x 0 = 0 and x u + 1 = '. Suppose further that there are s i rightcensored observations in the interval (x i , x i + 1 ), denoted by c i
The assumption rc-A (n) [8] partially specifies the NPI probability distribution for X n + 1 , the failure time of one future unit, by the following M-function values, for i = 0, 1, . . . , u and i Ã = 0, 1, . . . , s i
where
andñ c r andñ t i i Ã are the number of units in the risk set just prior to time c r and t i i Ã , respectively, with the definitionñ 0 = n + 1 for ease of notation. Only intervals of this form have positive M-function values, and these sum up to one over all these intervals. Summing up all M-function values assigned to such intervals with the same x i + 1 as right endpoint gives the probability
where x i and x i + 1 are two consecutive failure times (and x 0 = 0, x u + 1 = '). It should be noted that, throughout this paper, the product taken over an empty set is equal to one. In addition to notation introduced above, let t i s i + 1 = t i + 1 0 = x i + 1 for i = 0, 1, . . . , u À 1. The NPI lower and upper survival functions for the failure time X n + 1 of the next unit are denoted by S(t) and S(t), respectively, and are as follows [1, 10] . For t 2 ½t i a , t i a + 1 ) with i = 0, 1, . . . , u and a = 0, 1, . . . , s i
and for t 2 ½x i , x i + 1 ) with i = 0, 1, . . . , u
In NPI for competing risks [1] , it is assumed that there are k defined failure modes and a unit fails due to the first occurrence of a failure mode, which is identified with certainty. Let X n + 1 denote the failure time of a future unit, and let the corresponding notation for the failure time including indication of the actual failure mode j be X j, n + 1 . As the different failure modes are assumed to occur independently, the competing risk data per failure mode consist of a number of observed failure times for failures caused by the specific failure mode considered, and right-censoring times for failures caused by other failure modes. Hence rc-A (n) can be applied per failure mode j for inference on X j, n + 1 . Suppose that u j failures are caused by failure mode j, at times x j, 1 \x j, 2 \Á Á Á ,\x j, u j , and let n À u j be the number of the right-censored observations, c j, 1 \c j, 2 \Á Á Á \c j, nÀu j , corresponding to failure mode j. For notational convenience, let x j, 0 = 0 and x j, u j + 1 = '. Suppose further that there are s j, i j right-censored observations in the interval (x j, i j , x j, i j + 1 ), denoted by c i j j, 1 \c i j j, 2 \Á Á Á\c i j j, s j, i j , so P u j i j = 0 s j, i j = n À u j . It should be emphasized that it is not assumed that each unit considered must actually fail, if a unit does not fail then there will be a right-censored observation recorded for this unit for each failure mode, as it is assumed that the unit will then be withdrawn from the study, or the study ends, at some point. The random quantity representing the failure time of the next unit, with all k failure modes considered, is X n + 1 = min 1<j<k X j, n + 1 .
The NPI M-functions for X j, n + 1 (j = 1, . . . , k), similar to (1) , are
where i j = 0, 1, . . . , u j , i Ã j = 0, 1, . . . , s j, i j and The corresponding NPI probabilities, similar to (2), are P j (x j, i j , x j, i j + 1 ) = P(X j, n + 1 2 (x j, i j , x j, i j + 1 ))
where x j, i j and x j, i j + 1 are two consecutive observed failure times caused by failure mode j (and x j, 0 = 0, x j, u j + 1 = '). The corresponding NPI lower and upper survival functions for X j, n + 1 are denoted by S j and S j , respectively, and are similar to the lower and upper survival functions S and S given in equations (3) and (4) but with an additional subscript j added to all notations to indicate the specific failure mode. A special case considered several times in this paper is where one failure mode, say failure mode O, causes all the observed failures. In this case, the NPI M-functions for X O, n + 1 as given by (5) are identical to those given by (1) , hence also S O (t) = S(t) and S O (t) = S(t) for all t˜0.
Consider the event that a single future unit, called the 'next unit', undergoing the same test or process as the n units for which failure data are available, fails due to failure mode l. The NPI lower and upper probabilities for this event are
Failure modes in competing risks where P C(j, i j , i Ã j ) denotes the sums over all i Ã j from 0 to s j, i j and over all i j from 0 to u j for j = 1, . . . , k but not including j = l. Similarly, P C(j, i j ) denotes the sums over all i j from 0 to u j for j = 1, . . . , k but not including j = l.
UNOBSERVED FAILURE MODES
One or more of the k defined failure modes may not have led to any failures of the n units. In this case all observed failure times are right-censored observations when considering such unobserved failure modes. To study the effect of unobserved failure modes, the situation where all n observed units have actually failed, each due to one of the k failure modes, is considered first.
For any unobserved failure mode U 2 f1, . . . , kg, the NPI lower and upper probabilities for the event that the next unit will fail due to U are
Since all observed event times for the n units are right-censored times with respect to failure mode U, the NPI lower probability (9) follows immediately from (7), and the fact that it is equal to zero reflects that no failures caused by failure mode U have been observed, so it cannot be excluded that failure mode U might never actually cause a failure. The proof of the NPI upper probability (10) is given in appendix B. This upper probability is decreasing in n with limit 0 if n ! ', which is in line with intuition as the evidence against a specific unobserved failure mode causing the next unit to fail decreases with increasing numbers of observed failures which are all caused by other failure modes. It is important to emphasize that this upper probability holds for each defined but unobserved failure mode, no matter how many of the k defined failure modes are unobserved. This inference shows strong advantages of the use of lower and upper probabilities in risk analyses. The lower probability with value 0 implies that it cannot be excluded that an unobserved failure mode indeed will not occur, but it still can occur as reflected by the positive upper probability. The sub-additivity of upper probabilities [4, 5] allows a meaningful positive value independent of the number of specified unobserved failure modes. Both these advantages are not available when using precise probabilities but are important in risk analysis, in particular when there is relatively limited information.
One extreme situation with k defined failure modes that may occur is if all n units failed due to a single one of these failure modes, hence leaving k À 1 failure modes unobserved. In this case, the NPI lower and upper probabilities for the event that the next unit will fail due to any specific one of these unobserved failure modes are again as given by (9) and (10) . For the one failure mode which caused all n observed failures, say failure mode O, the NPI lower and upper probabilities for the event that the next unit will fail also due to this failure mode are
The fact that the upper probability (12) is equal to one is logical as it cannot be excluded on the basis of the data only that there would never be any failures caused by another failure mode than O. The lower probability (11) follows from (7), as shown in appendix C. For k = 2 the lower probability (11) is equal to
which also follows from (10) and the conjugacy property P(A) = 1 À P(A c ), for any event A and its complementary event A c , which holds for all NPI lower and upper probabilities presented in this paper [2, 4, 5] . An important generalization of the situation discussed above is considered next, again with k defined failure modes but now allowing n À u units not to fail due to any of the k defined failure modes (they may for example be censored due to being removed from the study, but this censoring process is assumed to be independent of the failure processes corresponding to the k defined failure modes), so these units lead to right-censored observations for each failure mode [1] . In this case, the NPI lower and upper probabilities for the event that the next unit fails due to any specific unobserved failure mode U are P (U) = 0 (14)
where x 1 \x 2 \Á Á Á\x u are the u observed failure times regardless which failure modes caused the failures (other than U, of course), with x 0 = 0, x u + 1 = ' andñ x u + 1 = 0. The upper survival function S(:) is as given by (4), so it is the upper survival function for the future unit X n + 1 without taking any notice of the different failure modes. The effect of the n À u units that did not fail is taken into account through this upper survival function S(:), which is also equal to the product of the upper survival functions corresponding to the specific failure modes [10] . For u = n this upper probability (15) is equal to (10) . The proof of (15) is given in appendix B. The lower probability (14) follows again directly from (7) and as for (9) this is an intuitively logical result.
For the situation with one of the k defined failure modes, say failure mode O, causing all the u observed failures, the generalization of the NPI lower probability (11) is
where S is the NPI upper survival function (4), which, as mentioned before, is equal in this case to the NPI upper survival function S O for X O, n + 1 . This lower probability is proven in appendix C. The corresponding NPI upper probability is equal to one, so P (O) = 1, with the same intuitive explanation as discussed before.
In the special case with only k = 2 failure modes, with one of these (failure mode O) causing all the u observed failures (and again n À u units not failing due to these two failure modes) the NPI lower and upper probabilities for the event that the next unit fails also due to failure mode O are
These results can be derived either directly or by using (14) and (15) and the conjugacy property.
RE-DEFINED FAILURE MODES
It may be of interest to re-define the k failure modes by combining some of them into new single failure modes, suppose this leads to s(\k) re-defined failure modes. This situation has been studied in detail for the case where all n units actually failed due to the considered failure modes. A nice fact is that, no matter how the k original failure modes are grouped into these s re-defined failure modes, the sum of the s corresponding NPI lower probabilities for the events that the next unit will fail due to a specific one of these re-defined failure modes, is constant, and also the sum of the corresponding NPI upper probabilities is constant. These sums of lower and upper probabilities are
with P (U) and P (O) as given in (10) and (11) . The proof of (18) is given in appendix D. For the situation where some of the n units did not fail due to one of the considered failure modes, the equations (18) also appear to hold, with no counter-examples found numerically, but they have not been proven due primarily to complexity of the general forms of the lower and upper probabilities and the notation involved.
The idea of re-grouping the k defined failure modes into s re-defined failure modes also leads to interesting facts for the NPI lower and upper survival functions for the next unit, which actually hold for all situations including the possibility of some of the n units not having failed due to one of the considered failure modes. Due to the assumed independence of the k failure modes, and hence also of the s re-defined failure modes which followed by grouping some of the original failure modes, the NPI lower survival function for the next unit, in case of s (re-defined) failure modes, is (using superscript sCR to emphasize that s competing risks are used), for t 2 ½t i a , t i a + 1 ) with i = 0, 1, . . . , u and a = 0, 1, . . . , s i
where S(t) is the NPI lower survival function (3) corresponding to total neglect of the different failure modes. Similarly, the corresponding NPI upper survival function is, for t 2 ½x i ,
with S(t) the NPI upper survival function (4) corresponding to total neglect of the different failure modes. Note that these lower and upper survival functions do not depend on the specific grouping of failure modes into s re-defined failure modes, and (19) and (20) also hold for the originally defined failure modes, so with s = k. A direct consequence of (19) and (20) is that if the number s of re-defined failure modes increases, then the NPI lower survival function decreases while the corresponding upper survival function remains unchanged, hence the use of more (re-defined) failure modes for the same failure data leads to increased imprecision. This fact was observed and discussed before in examples by Maturi et al. [1] . The proof of (19) and (20) is given in appendix E. Finally, it is worth noting that the NPI lower and upper survival functions for the next unit, conditioned on failure due to an unobserved failure mode U, are
for t 2 ½t i a , t i a + 1 ) with i = 0, 1, . . . , u and a = 0, 1, . . . , s i , and the NPI lower and upper survival functions on the right-hand sides again given by (3) and (4). Therefore the expressions above also lead to the following equality for the lower survival functions
with the similar expression also trivially valid for the corresponding upper survival functions due to equality (22).
UNKNOWN FAILURE MODES
Thus far the effect of known failure modes has been studied, with particular focus on defined failure modes which have not yet caused any failures (hence being unobserved). But there may be unknown risks, that is failure modes that are possible but that have not been defined or even recognized. It is reasonable to assume that any failure mode that caused one of the n units in the data set to fail is defined, because for inference on the next unit the NPI method does not require these failure modes to have been defined before the test data became available. So unknown unobserved failure modes are now considered. An advantage of the theory presented in this paper is that, for any such failure mode, the NPI lower and upper probabilities for the event that it will cause the next unit to fail are equal to (9) and (10), or (14) and (15) if not all units failed, as these results do not actually depend on the number k of specified failure modes, hence an unknown unobserved failure mode can be considered just as a further defined yet unspecified failure mode. No detailed analysis is presented for multiple unknown unobserved failure modes, as it seems unlikely to be of great practical relevance to go beyond the possible existence of one unknown unobserved failure mode when considering only a single next unit. It may be interesting to do so when considering for example two future units, with interest in the event that they will fail due to two different unknown unobserved failure modes, such questions are left as interesting topics for future research. Inclusion of an unknown failure mode will decrease the NPI lower probability for the event that another failure mode causes the next failure, if that other failure mode has already caused a failure. However, it will not affect the corresponding upper probability. This is discussed in the example in section 7. The ability of the NPI approach presented in this paper to deal with unknown unobserved failure modes, in a manner that is in line with intuition and based on the relatively few modelling assumptions, is an attractive feature for practical risk analysis.
This consideration of the possible effect of an unknown failure mode, closely related to an unobserved failure mode, does not include any inference on how likely it is that an unknown or unobserved failure mode actually will occur, which is also a highly relevant inference in risk analysis. An NPI solution to this problem has been presented [11] which uses a model for multinomial data [12] , with the NPI lower probability of the next unit failing due to either a specified unobserved or unspecified unobserved failure mode being equal to zero and the corresponding NPI upper probability being positive and depending on the number of failures and on the number of different failure modes observed thus far.
REMOVING FAILURE MODES
In practical situations it may be of interest to consider the effect of removal of a failure mode, which for example may be possible by re-designing or repairing a system or investing in units which are resistant to a specific failure mode. There may be a budget enabling removal of one or more failure modes and therefore one may wish to analyse the effect of doing so for the different failure modes.
Suppose that there are s failure modes that can cause a unit to fail, with s<k used to reflect that these may include re-defined failure modes consisting of groups of the k originally defined failure modes. Of course, unknown failure modes are not included in this discussion, but it may be worth to considering the removal of unobserved failure modes. However, it typically will be most beneficial to remove failure modes that have already caused failures, so in the example in section 7, focus will be on such failure modes. As the re-defined failure modes result from combinations of some of the k originally defined failure modes, hence this analysis immediately also includes the combined effect of deleting multiple failure modes. It should be emphasized that the data remain unchanged when a failure mode is removed, its effect will just be that this specific failure cannot cause the next unit to fail. The effect of removing a failure mode on the NPI lower and upper survival functions for the next unit is of interest. With s failure modes, these NPI lower and upper survival functions for the failure time X n + 1 = min 1<j<s fX j, n + 1 g of unit n + 1 are
If failure mode i Ã is removed from the competing risks, then the corresponding NPI lower and upper survival functions are
The effect of removal of a failure mode is illustrated, with some further discussion, in the example in section 7.
EXAMPLE
The topics discussed in this paper are illustrated using data based on a well-known data set from the literature [13] . The original data contain information about 36 units of a new model of a small electrical appliance which were tested, and where the lifetime observation per unit consists of the number of completed cycles of use until the unit failed. There were 18 possible failure modes. Maturi et al. [1] used this complete data set to illustrate the general NPI method for competing risks. In this paper, to illustrate the specific effects discussed more clearly, a subset of the data is selected, consisting of 12 of the original 36 units. These data are presented in Table 1 , which also includes the specific failure mode (FM) that caused the unit to fail. The two most frequently occurring failure modes in these data are FM9 and FM6, which caused 4 and 3 units to fail, respectively. The event of interest is that the next unit, say unit 13, will fail due to a specific failure mode, assuming it would undergo the same test and its number of completed cycles would be exchangeable with these numbers for the 12 units reported. Twelve cases are presented, (A) to (L), each involving a different grouping of the failure modes in 2, 3 or 4 re-defined failure modes (so s = 2, 3, 4), the corresponding NPI lower and upper probabilities are presented in Table 2 . The term OFM is introduced for other failure modes grouped into one single re-defined failure mode. For example in case (A), OFM is considered to be a single new failure mode containing all originally defined failure modes except failure mode 9. For each case the sums of the lower probabilities and of the upper probabilities are also given, these illustrate that they are constant for fixed values of s as presented in section 4 (with some effects of rounding). Figure 1 shows the NPI lower and upper survival functions for the failure time X 13 of unit 13 for three situations, for which the upper survival functions are identical hence only the lower survival functions differ. The lower survival function for X 13 , denoted by S 13 in Fig. 1 , is as given by (3) and results from total neglect of the information on different failure modes, hence just by applying rc-A (12) [6] with 12 observed failure times. The lower survival function S 3CR 13 corresponds to situations with s = 3 (re-defined) failure modes and follows from (19), so this is the lower survival function for cases (F)-(H) in Table 2 . Similarly, the lower survival function S 4CR 13 corresponds to the situation with s = 4 (re-defined) failure modes, so cases (I)-(L) in Table 2 . By (20) the corresponding upper survival functions are all the same.
These NPI lower survival functions illustrate the general feature of NPI for competing risks, presented in section 4, that if the number s of re-defined failure modes in which the k original failure modes are grouped (note that S 13 can be interpreted as the case s = 1) increases, then the corresponding lower survival function decreases, so with unchanged upper survival function this leads to increased imprecision. Figure 2 shows the NPI lower and upper survival functions for unit 13 with the failure modes according to case (I) and also the corresponding lower and upper survival functions after failure mode 10 (FM10) has been removed. Of course, removing FM10 has a positive effect on these lower and upper survival functions. It is also interesting to compare case (F), where FM10 is grouped together with OFM, and case (I) but with FM10 removed. Figure 3 presents the NPI lower and upper survival functions for unit 13 for these two cases. It shows that the NPI lower and upper survival functions corresponding to case (I) after removal of FM10 are greater than the NPI lower and upper survival functions corresponding to case (F) when FM10 is taken into account and included in OFM.
In case (A) all failure modes except FM9 are together re-defined as one failure mode (OFM). Suppose that there may be an additional unknown failure mode that may cause the units to fail, but this has not happened for the tested units. To illustrate the effect of such a possible further failure mode, consider case (H) where FM3 has been defined although it had not led to a failure for the tested units. As discussed in section 5, the effect of such an unknown further failure mode is identical to the effect of a defined unobserved failure mode. The NPI lower and upper probabilities for the event that the next unit fails due to FM3 are 0 and 0.2446 (from (9) and (10)). Including such an unknown failure mode has led to decrease of the lower probabilities for the event that unit 13 will fail due to FM9 or ) removal of FM10 for case (I).
due to OFM, which follows by comparison of cases (A) and (H), while the corresponding upper probabilities are the same in both cases. The same effect is also illustrated by cases (F) and (J), and reflects that the unknown failure mode could possibly lead to the next failure, which would make the other failure modes less likely causes for it, but it cannot be excluded that this unknown failure mode may not have any effect at all, as reflected by those unchanged upper probabilities. If one has the opportunity to remove a failure mode, the decision which failure mode to remove will probably depend on detailed considerations on costs and the effect of such a removal on the reliability of further units. In the approach presented here, with explicit focus on a single next unit, the effect clearly shows in the changes in the NPI lower and upper survival functions. This effect is illustrated using again case (I) as starting point, so with 4 (redefined) failure modes. Figures 4 and 5 present the NPI lower and upper survival functions for case (I) and for each of the situations that occur with either FM6, FM9 or FM10 removed. As no single case leads to the best effect, that is no lower or upper survival function dominates the other ones everywhere, further considerations would be required in the decision process, for example an explicit goal may be high reliability of the next unit after a specific number of cycles (so generally after a specific moment in time). If there is a particular interest in high reliability for relatively small times t, then removal of FM6 is best, while for larger t it is better to remove FM9 (this shows in both the lower and upper survival functions). This is clearly in line with the data as FM6 caused some of the early failures but FM9 caused more failures over all. The method presented in this paper provides useful information as input in such decision processes, with flexibility to use this information according to specific needs and wishes, and facilitated by the fact that all inferences are explicitly in terms of the next unit considered.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results presented in this paper have wide applicability and potential impact, as situations with competing risks occur in many application areas including engineering risk and reliability, finance, medical and bio-statistics. A major research challenge for NPI in general is development of appropriate methods to deal with multivariate data, including , respectively.
Failure modes in competing risks modelling of dependence and dealing with covariates. Progress on these topics will enable modelling of dependent competing risks and inclusion of covariates, which will widen applicability of this approach. The use of lower and upper probabilities in statistics and related fields has received much attention in the last two decades and has become widely accepted. This provides major research challenges, ranging from detailed understanding of the relation between imprecise probabilities and information to development of models and related computational methods (for more information see www.sipta.org and www.npi-statistics.com).
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APPENDIX A
This appendix contains lemmas that will be used in appendices B and C. Lemma 1. In the case of s failure modes the following relation holds for X n + 1 = min 1<j<s fX j, n + 1 g
where P C 0 (j, i j ) denotes the sums over all i j from 0 to u j for j = 1, . . . , s.
Proof: 
where, from the definition of the upper survival function, S(x i + 1 ) = S(x i )ñ x i + 1 n x i + 1 + 1 . The left-hand side of (26) can be written as
Comparing (29) Case (b) is a special case of (a) when all units actually fail, in which case S(x i ) =ñ x i =(n + 1) and n x i =ñ x i + 1 + 1.
APPENDIX B
Proof of NPI upper probability (10) and (15): Suppose that there are k defined failure modes and u units fail due to these failure modes while n À u units do not fail due to any of the k defined failure modes. For any unobserved failure mode U among the k defined failure modes, the NPI upper probability for the event that the next unit will fail due to this unobserved failure mode, from (8) , is (note that in this case u l = 0, and S U denotes the NPI lower survival function (3) corresponding to failure mode U)
where X C(j, i j , x i + 1 = min 1<j<k fx j, i j + 1 g) denotes the sums over all i j from 0 to u j for j = 1, . . . , k, but not including j = l, such that x i + 1 = min 1<j<k j6 ¼l fx j, i j + 1 g
where the x i + 1 , i = 0, . . . , u, are the u observed failure times without consideration of the failure modes. The fourth equality uses the definition of the NPI lower survival function (corresponding to the unobserved failure mode) in terms of M-functions as given in [10] which is equivalent to equation (3). Equation (31) results from the fact that
Let the NPI upper survival function (4) corresponding to the unobserved failure mode U be denoted by S U , then the NPI upper survival function S for the future unit X n + 1 = min 1<j<s fX j, n + 1 g, without taking any notice of the different failure modes, can be written as S(
where S U (t) = 1 for all t˜0. Then the NPI upper probability (15) is proved by using equality (31) and Lemma 2(a), where s = k but not including
The NPI upper probability (10) is a special case of (15) when all n units in the data set have actually failed, where in this case S(x i ) =ñ x i =(n + 1) and n x i =ñ x i + 1 + 1. Then from (32)
This can also be obtained directly by using equality (31) and Lemma 2(b).
APPENDIX C Proof of NPI lower probabilities (11) and (16):
Consider the case with k defined failure modes with one of them (failure mode l) causing u l failures observed in the data set, with all other n À u l units not having failed at all in the tests (1<u l <n). For this case, the NPI lower probability (7) is equal to
denotes the sums over all i Ã j from 0 to s j, i j and i j from 0 to u j for j = 1, . . . , k, for all t˜0 with S(t) and S(t) as given by (3) and (4). The fourth equality above uses the definition of the NPI lower survival function (corresponding to the unobserved failure mode) in terms of M-functions as given in [10] which is equivalent to equation (3), and all these lower survival functions are equal for all unobserved failure modes.
Using that, for a.b, P n j = 0 a nÀj b j = (a n + 1 À b n + 1 )= (a À b), and M U (c i , ') = S U (c i ) À S U (c i + 1 ), with S U (c i ) =ñ c ĩ n c i + 1 = n + 1 À i n + 2 À i and S U (c i + 1 ) =ñ c i À 1 n c i = n À i n + 1 À i and denoting the specific failure mode l that caused all observed failures as failure mode O, in line with notation in this paper, the above equation leads to
fS(c nÀj ) À S(c n + 1Àj )g j j + 1
! kÀ1
This completes the proof of the NPI lower probability (16). In the special case that all n units actually failed due to failure mode O, S O (c i ) = (n À i + 1)=(n + 1), so S O (c nÀj ) À S O (c n + 1Àj ) = 1=(n + 1), from which the NPI lower probability (11) follows directly.
APPENDIX D
In order to prove (18), let R l and R j be the set of ranks of all failure times due to failure mode l and j, respectively, where j = 1, . . . , k and j 6 ¼ l. That is R l , R j & f1, 2, . . . , ng such that R l \ R j = f and R l [ R j = f1, 2, . . . , ng for all j = 1, . . . , k and j 6 ¼ l, where it is assumed that all n units considered have actually failed due to one of these k failure modes.
As any failure of a unit due to failure mode l leads to a right-censored observation for failure mode j for that unit, and vice versa, x l, (r l ) = c j, (r l ) (x j, (r j ) = c l, (r j ) ) for r l 2 R l (r j 2 R j ). Let P Cðj, i j , i Ã j , c j, (r l ) Þ denote the sums over all i j from 0 to u j and over all i Ã j from 0 to s j, i j such that min 1<j<k j6 ¼l ft i j j, i Ã j g˜c j, (r l ) . Then the NPI lower probability (7) can be written as
X u l i l = 0 1(x l, i l + 1 \ min 1<j<k j6 ¼l ft i j j, i Ã j g)P l (x l, i l , x l, i l + 1 ) Y fr:c j, r \c j, (r l ) gñ c j, r + 1 n c j, r 0 @ 1 A = X r l 2R l 1 n + 1 k n + 1 n + 2 À r l kÀ1 n + 1 À r l ð Þ kÀ1 = 1 n + 1 X r l 2R l n + 1 À r l n + 2 À r l kÀ1
The fifth equality in this derivation results from the fact that, with all units assumed to fail due to one of k failure modes considered, and x l, (r l ) = c j, (r l ) and x j, (r j ) = c l, (r j ) for all r l 2 R l and r j 2 R j , the product terms combine into a single product over all first r l À 1 observations. This product simplifies to ((n + 1)=(n + 2 À r l )) kÀ1 , andñ c j, (r l ) = n + 1 À r l completes the justification of the fifth equality. For any s<k re-defined failure modes, using the equality derived above leads to X s l = 1 P (l) = 1 n + 1 X s l = 1 X r l 2R l n + 1 À r l n + 2 À r l sÀ1 = 1 n + 1 X n i = 1 n + 1 À i n + 2 À i sÀ1 = 1 n + 1 The lower probability P (l c ) is obtained by grouping all units that did not fail due to failure mode l into one group l c , leading to R l \ R l c 6 ¼ f. From the above relationships, the total imprecision is X s l = 1 P (l) À X s l = 1 P (l) = 1 + (s À 1)P (U) À P (O)
In the special case with k = s = 2, this total imprecision is 2 n + 1 P n + 1 i = 1 1 i .
APPENDIX E
In this appendix the proofs of (19) and (20) are given. For t 2 ½t i a , t i a + 1 ) with i = 0, 1, . . . , u and a = 0, 1, . . . , s i , and from the definition of the lower survival function (3) 
